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CAST

DOROTHY – Stacie Greenwell

AUNT EM – Crystal Hall

UNCLE HENRY – Jeffrey Washington

ADDAPERLE – Erica Kibret Matthews

MUNCHKINS – Adrienne Oliver, Christopher L. Vest, Jeffrey Washington

YELLOW BRIDK ROAD – Marcella F. Daniel, Yemisi Olagunju. Myxolydia P.M. Tyler

SCARECROW – Richelle Claiborne
CROWS – Maria Lahr-Vivaz, Ray Smith

TIN MAN – James Muhammad

LION – Lewis O. Warren, Jr.

KALIDAHS – Adrienne Oliver, Christopher L. Vest, Jeffrey Washington, Maria Lahr-Vivaz,
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GLINDA/EMERALD CITIZEN/WINGED MONKEY – Maria Lahr-Vivaz